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work a place of the very first importance in the 
literature of its subject; first, because it is an 
uncompromising recognition of the position of 
phonetical science as one of the physical 
sciences, and secondly, because it represents 
the most hopeful attempt to secure a ration- 
al classification of the vowels since the ap- 
pearanice of BELL'S 'Visible Speech.' 

BENJ. IDE WHEELER. 
Cornell University. 

prehensive and profound; it is philological 
rather than philosophical. As the author 
traces the history of English prose, he is care- 
ful to confine himself to the chronological 
rather than to the logical order, and we have 
specific criticism in the place of generaliza- 
tion. All this, as to plan and procedure, is 
good, but not the best and most desirable; 
and here we reach what must be regarded as 
the chief blemish of an otherwise admirable 
book. The method of minute and exegetical 
comment within the sphere *of literary criti- 
cism may be said to have had its best days. 
In this department, as in others, students and 
readers are demanding the deepe-r and broader 
plan. The emphasis is to be laid upon the 
word ' literary,' rather than on the word 'criti- 
cism'; and while the author who is teaching 
us is supposed to observe all the accepted 
canons of the critical art, he is not expected 
to make them the prime purpose of his teach- 
ing, but ever to subordinate them to the higher 
art of literary interpretation and inference. 
As illustrative of this same defect in the line of 
philosophic treatment, the student will look in 
vain among the several chapters of this treatise 
for any coordination or logical nzexus. Al- 
though the opening sections are called analy- 
tic, and the subsequent ones synthetic, it 
would be just as logical to reverse this order, 
while the closing sections, called historical, 
would naturally stand at the beginning. In 
short, there is no manifest sequence of parts 
and processes by which the reader is led 
along, step by step, to something like a syl- 
logistic summation of teaching. Just exception 
might also be taken to the author's enumera- 
tioin of the leading characteristics of prose 
diction, applying, as they do, more strictly to 
poetry, and being arranged, as they stanid, in 
the order of an anti-climax. The first quality 
of prose style is not what LONGINUS calls 
'elevation,' but what MATTHEW ARNOLD calls 
' lucidity,' while the author dismisses without 
sufficient comment the next essential element 
of all writing-inherent vitality and vigor. 

Students of English may take further excep- 
tion to some of those literary dicta that Pro- 
fessor EARLE states with positive assuirance. 
They are such as these: "The obscuirities of 
Robert Browning have not hindered his suc- 
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HIS TOE Y OF ENGLISH PROSE. 
English Prose: its Elements, History and 

V'sage. By JOHN EARLE, M.A. London: 
Smith, Elder & Co.; New York: G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, I8gI. 8vo, pp. 530. i6sh. 

UNDER the strong and correct conviction that 
English poetry has hitherto been discussed 
by our critics and writers somewhat at the ex- 
pense of the rich and ever expanding subject 
of our vernacular prose, Professor EARLE at- 
tempts in this work to restore, as tar as in him 
lies, the just relation of these two great divi- 
sions of English literary expression. The table 
of contents is as follows:-i. Choice of Ex- 
pression; ii. The Import of Grammar; iii. 
Some Mechanical Appliances (Ptunctuation); 
iv. Bearings of Philology; v, vi. The Leading 
Characteristics of Prose Diction; vii, Idiom; 
viii, Euphony; ix, Style; x, xi, xii. History of 
English Prose; xiii, The Pen of a Ready 
Writer. 

The first four of these chapters the author 
terms analytical; the following five chapters 
(v-ix), synthetic; and the following three (x- 
xii), historical,-the closing chapter being 
made tup of practical instrtuctions through 
which the student, in the formation of style, 
may acquire the facile use of his pen. More 
definitely explained, we have, in the first and 
second sections (i-ix), what it is just to call 
the technical presentation of English Prose. 
Such topics as diction, grammar, punctuation, 
etymology, idiomatic usage, and prose rhythm, 
are studied-but limited attention being given 
to those cardinal laws and principles of prose 
discourse which the philosophic author is sup- 
posed to treat. Even in the discussion of 
style and its leading characteristics, the 
method is textual and verbal, rather than com- 
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cess as a poet. Poetry may be transparent or 
obscure, according to the genius of the poet "; 
Doctor JOHNSON was "the greatest master of 
the English Laniguage that ever lived"; the 
emphatic eulogiums pronounced upon what is 
called the " import of grammar "; the strong 
assertions made as to the great indebtedness 
of prose to poetry, and the special prominence 
assigned in style to what the author gives us 
under the head of "Mechaniical Appliances"- 
these and such as these are assertions open to 
discussion, and compel us in cases not a few 
to utter our dissent. We are sure, for ex- 
ample, that poetic genius cannot atone for 
poetic obscurity, and that English prose has 
made unxvonted progress since the days of 
SAMUEL JOHNSON and the Ramnbler. Thus 
much in the way of counter criticism, and we 
gladly pass to niore inviting matters. 

There are one or two features of Professor 
EARLE'S book that are especially attractive. 
\We refer, first of all, to the place that he 
gives to Old-English prose in its relation to all 
later periods and forms, and his sharp rebuke 
of all those literary critics who insist that our 
vernacular prose began in the days of ELIZA- 

BETH, and knows no indebtedness to any 
prior age. Hence, he dwells upoIn what he 
aptly calls the first and second culminations 
of English prose, included, respectively, in the 
eighth to the eleventh century, and in the 
eleventh to the fifteenth. By way of practical 
illustration of our debt to these earlier eras, 
he cites at length from the charters and docu- 
ments of the time of the ' Chronicle '; calls 
special attentioni to the writings of ALFRED, 

IELFRIC and WULFSTAN; quotes from the 
best authors subsequent to the Conquest; 
traces the consectutive history through MANDE- 

VILLE, CHAUCER, WICLIF and MALORY on to 
the time of CAXTON and the revival of classical 
learning; impressing all the while the fact that 
the nexus between the earlier and the later is 
organic and vital, and mtust be so regarded by 
every candid critic of English. This is all to 
the point, and must be pressed with unabated 
zeal, in order to secure that restitution of Eng- 
lish to its rightful place of which the author 
speaks. Upon our tenth-century prose special 
stress is laid, as an order of writing full of the 
oldk Saxon vigor and spirit; the prose of WULF- 

STAN and ELFRIC; the prose of culture and 
character-a field of literary richness as yet 
untilled, and offering the rarest inducements 
to those who enter it. As the author suggests, 
"translation, to and fro, between Old-English 
and Modern English " will serve the double 
purpose of reviving interest in the earliest 
forms and infuLsing into the vernacular of to- 
day the old Alfredian energy. Old-English is 
as fresh and fruitful as it is old. Another 
feature that is thoroughly pleasing, is the 
place assigned to Thought and Personality in 
the developing functions of the prose writer. 
We are told, and correctly so, that subject- 
matter is more than form; that thought is 
superior to vocabulary, and that the imitationi 
of the best models must ever be kept suibordi- 
nate to the writer's individuality. Nothing, as 
we uniderstand it, is more essential to the 
student of expression than jtust such teachings 
as these. "Sit down to write what you have 
thought," says COBBETT, "and niot to think 
what you shall write." Be yourself and no 
other one, CARLYLE and EMERSON inlsist upon 
telling us. Expression, as MJAX MULLER would 
say, is the "Science of Thought" applied in 
visible form. What a writer is in his mental 
and corporate self hood, is quite above all 
that he says by voice and pen. The old 
Elizabethan Euphuism is not yet dead, and 
authors still are tempted to delegate their 
thinking to others, and surrender their own 
individuality to this or that literary lord. 

Professor EARLE himself gives us an excel- 
lent illustration of the mental independence on 
whiclh he is insisting. While the work before us 
contains, on almost every page, some helpful 
quotation from other authors or some ap- 
propr-iate reference to English and Europeani 
literature, ouir Oxford critic is careful to main- 
tain hiis own identity and opinlionI. Other 
authorities are adduced not by way of sur- 
rendering his own judgment, but rather in 
order to confirm them by contrast and to give 
to the reader a catholic and candid view of the 
subject discussed. Moreover, by way of practi- 
cally proving his own theory, he fully expects 
the English student who consults this volume 
to do his own thinking in his own way, quite 
apart from the conclusions of the author. As 
Mr. WHIPPiLE has suggested, it is one thing to 
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be a literary pupil, and quite another to be a 
literary slave. 

We are thus led, in closing this rapid survey, 
to state that the best element in Professor 
EARLE'S treatise, as in any treatise, is its 
stimulus. Whatever its errors of method and 
opinion; its unhappy fondness for such ex- 
pressions as 'palmary, ' colncinnity, ' ' belletris- 
tic,' and sinmilar ones of the Johnsonese order; 
and whatever its occasional failure to sub- 
stantiate its own theories as opposed to those 
of others (such as HERBERT SPENCER and 
MATTHEW ARNOLD), the book is vital and 
vitalizing in its character-a literary tonic to 
those who carefully peruse it, and thus a valid 
contribution to the great and ever greater de- 
partment of English study with which it deals. 
I know of few topics, if indeed of any, within 
the range of our vernacular, so fraught with 
mental impulse and withal so fascinating, as 
that of the genesis and growth of English prose. 
It is a topic to the discussion and initerpretation 
of which we may bring our best ability, logical, 
critical and philosophic; and one which opens 
out before us with ever new unfoldings, the 
more profoundly we investigate it. To trace 
the English of ALFRED down to the English of 
MATTHEW ARNOLD and Cardinal NEWMAN 

anid our American LOWELL, and to show how 
the one is organically as well as chronological- 
ly related to the other; to show the connec- 
tion of this development with English thought 
and character and life in the respective centu- 
ries, as well as with that of classical and 
modern Continental tongues; in a word-, to 
study the philosophy of English prose litera- 
ture as DRAPER has studied the intellectual 
development of Europe, or as GuIZOT has 
studied European civilization-this is nothing 
less than captivating in its attractiveness, as it 
is in its mental scope and recompense. Along 
this line, such men as MINTO, SAINTSBURY, 

GALTON, MORLEY and others have already 
done most valuable work, while it is but juist 
to Professor EARLE to say that the study of 
English prose which he here offers us marks 
a decided advanice in the discussion, and is as 
mnuch a credit to English criticism as it is- an 
incentive to English authors and students. 

T. W. HUNT. 

Prini.ceton CoZlege. 

THE ENGLISH NO VEL. 
The English Novel in the Time of Shake- 

speare, by J. J. JUSSERAND, translated from 
the French by ELIZABETH LEE. Illustrated. 
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons; London: 
T. Fisher Unwin. I890. 

THE English title of the book before us is a 
curious misnomer, as "the Elizabethan novel" 
of which it treats turns out only a loose em- 
ployment of that term to include such widely 
different works as Sir THOMAS MALORY'S 
'Mort D'Arthur,' the 'Arcadia' and 'Adam 
Bede.' If words mean anything, the word 
'novel' is certainly now restricted by general 
consensus to that form of fiction in which 
human character is presented as portrayed 
and developed through incident. As some- 
one has well said, the evolution of the novel 
has gone hand in hand with that of the indi- 
vidual, and if the extraordinary adventure of 
Prince Parthenophile interest us less than the 
misanithropic ravings of a Podsnyscheff, it is 
because man, even in the examination of an 
unusual but possible human disease, is a pre- 
ferable theme to the impossible endowments of 
the impossible heroes of romance. M. JussE- 
RAND has found it necessary to go "all the 
way back to the flood " for the origins of the 
novel; why not all the way to Creation, does 
not appear. While in his concluding chapter 
he carries his subject through Commonwealth 
times and the days of 'Le Grand Cyrus' and 
' Clelie,' to break off with 'Oronooka.' Again 
the reason is not at all clear, unless it be that 
Mrs. BEHN'S work was published just before 
the actual dawn of the English novel. "Eng- 
lish prose fiction from the earliest times to the 
publication of Mrs. BEHN'S ' Oronooka,' " 
would therefore be a title inore accurate and 
far less misleading for this really interestinig 
book, which is justified-if justification be 
deemed necessary-by the homogeneity of the 
subject and the fact that little or nothing has 
been done connectedly on this topic. 

We are not going to object to M. JuSSE- 
RAND's assertion that the elements of the novel 
are found in the earliest forms of literature. 
A substitution of the word 'fiction' for 'novel,' 
coInverts the statement into a truism. We 
can1 agree that in such a sense the Atridae 
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